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ABSTRACT: 

Purpose: Evaluate and improve the customer’s journey at local motor company in Saudi Arabia from the moment the customer 

arrives at the car showroom until the first maintenance appointment during the car’s warranty period. 

Design\ methodology\ approach: Mixed-method approaches are implemented where qualitative data are collected through focus 

group interviews; quantitative data are collected through the survey; as well as applying Quality Management Tools (QMS) in order 

to develop the action plan and provide conclusions and recommendations that would improve the customer’s journey and increase 

satisfaction. 
 

Findings: Services quality issues are categorized into five categories: Inconvenient Timing, Lack of Information, Lack of Dealer 

Offering, Lack of Resources, and Lack of Prompt Responses. House of Quality represents the highest 16 prioritized solutions. These 

recommended solution's relative weights ranged between (58%- 9%). Using these tools highlights areas for improvement and the root 

causes of each issue. The seven essential quality tools are reliable tools to overcome challenges faced by the organization. These 

tools are powerful in enhancing service quality that positively increases organizational performance, customer satisfaction, and 

profitability. Based on the investigation, several recommendations to enhance company performance are following. 
 

Originality / value: There are a few studies that are practically implementing the seven Quality Management Tools in order to increase 

customer satisfaction and improve their journey. The Saudi motor market specifically has a shortage of this type of study. Moreover, 

this market currently has experienced rapid growth in the last few years because of the new government regulations that allow women 

to drive a car, which increases the importance of this study. 
 

Keywords: Quality Management Tools (QMS), Affinity Diagram (AD), Tree Diagram (TD), Process Decision Program Chart 

(PDPC), Matrix Diagram (MD), Interrelationship Digraph (ID), Prioritization Matrix (PM), Quality Function Deployment (QFD). 

_________________________________________________________________________________________________________ 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The motor sector plays a critical role in the economy of Saudi Arabia. According to Saudi Central bank (SAMA) report (2020), this 

sector accounts for 8.2% of the country’s GDP. Moreover, it creates approximately 10,000 jobs. According to the Ministry of 

Commerce (MOC) annual report (2020), there are more than 51 brands of vehicles on the Saudi market, with over 1000 model 

variants.  

The motor sector in Saudi Arabia experienced rapid growth in the last years, with record sales of all brands being experienced 

as car sales in Saudi Arabia increased during 2020 by 28% to record more than 531 thousand cars, compared to 412 thousand cars 

during the year 2019. The increase of car brands available to the customers presents challenges to the motor companies since the 

potential customer has various choices, and the market share for the motor sector became divided into more players than before. 

Moreover, the increase of car sales presents another challenge to the companies investing in the motor sector as they are required to 

provide good quality of services to car owners. 

The level and direction between customer service perception and expectation have been described as service quality (Newman, 

2001). The assessment of the service compared to explicit or implicit standard, is defined as perceived service quality (Storbacka et 

al., 1994). It can also be described as how well a service meets customers' needs (Bouman and van der Wiele, 1992). 

The impact of service quality can be viewed in various ways; Customer satisfaction is influenced by service quality (Arasli et 

al., 2005; Zeithaml and Bitner, 2003; Kandampully, 1998). According to the confirmation model, the customer will be satisfied if 

their perceptions (of the experience) exceed their expectations. It has an impact on customer loyalty as well (Heskett, 2002; 

Kandampully, 1998). When the perceived service quality exceeds that provided by competitors, the company experiences loyalty. If 

the organization wants to reap the benefits of customer loyalty, it must provide high-quality service to customers (Kandampully, 

1998). Furthermore, service quality provides a competitive advantage for companies (Kandampully, 1998). According to Arasli et 
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al. (2005), many companies sell the same product of somehow similar quality, with the only difference being the level of service 

provided to the customer. Therefore, service quality impacts the company's relationships and relationship marketing (Zeithaml and 

Bitner, 2003).  Finally, because service quality affects customer satisfaction, it also affects customer retention, cost reduction, and 

profitability in the long term (Zeithaml et al., 2006). 

Various views on service quality dimensions can be identified (Buttle, 1996; Johnson et al., 1995). These service quality 

perspectives have not received the same attention and empirical testing as those of Parasuraman et al. (1988), who identified five 

dimensions associated with service quality. The dimensions identified include reliability, assurance, tangibles, empathy, and 

responsiveness (Zeithaml et al., 2006; Parasuraman et al., 1988). This study relies on the Parasuraman et al. (1988) approach by 

measuring both expectations and perceptions. This approach has a theoretical basis (Long and McMellon, 2004) while also having 

widespread empirical support and is discussed briefly below. 

Reliability is referred to the extent to which the service provider follows through on the promises made to the customer 

dependably and accuracy (Parasuraman et al., 1988; O'Neill and Palmer, 2003; Buttle, 1996). Assurance refers to the level of 

knowledge, courtesy, trust, and confidence that the dealership can instill in the customer as a result of their interactions with 

employees (Parasuraman et al., 1988; Zeithaml et al., 2006; O'Neill and Palmer, 2003; Buttle, 1996). Tangibles referred to the 

physical facilities, equipment and appearance of personnel (Parasuraman et al., 1988) that are part of the service delivery process 

(Zeithaml et al., 2006; O'Neill and Palmer, 2003). Empathy is referred to caring, individual attentions to handle the customer 

(Parasuraman et al., 1988) in a way that makes him feel important to the company and that his requirements are also significant to 

the company (Zeithaml et al., 2006; O'Neill and Palmer, 2003). Responsiveness is the service provider's willingness to provide the 

prompt services (Parasuraman et al., 1988) and assistance to the customer at different times (Zeithaml et al., 2006; O'Neill and 

Palmer, 2003).  

The contact point between the customer and car dealership starts from the moment a customer enters the car showroom 

through multiple stages, which ended up at the end of warranty time. The first stage is with the sales team that starts when a customer 

enters the car showroom and ends with pay the car. Then, the second stage begins with the customer services team and ends by 

receiving the car. The next stage is with the maintenance team starting at the first maintenance appointment and finished at the 

warranty time ends. 

This study aims to evaluate and improve the customer’s journey at local motor company in Saudi Arabia from the moment 

the customer arrives at the car showroom until the first maintenance appointment during the car’s warranty period. To achieve this 

objective, mixed-method approaches are implemented in this study where several phases has been conducted include qualitative data 

collection through focus group interviews; quantitative data are collected through the survey; as well as applying Quality 

Management Tools (QMS) in order to develop the action plan and provide conclusions and recommendations that would improve 

the customer’s journey and increase satisfaction. 

2. FOCUS GROUP 

The Focus group interview was held virtually on Friday, 26 February 2021. The researchers were the moderator of the focus group. 

Participants are 8 people; Sales representative supervisor, customer service supervisor, Maintenance shop supervisor, car showroom 

manager, Security supervisor, and three car owners who recently owned cars under warranty umbrella. The focus group was lasted 

for about 90 minutes. The main discussion topic for this interview is the customer expectation regarding the car dealer's service, 

which would lead to their satisfaction and the challenges that employees face achieving this customer satisfaction. In this regard, the 

customers have complained about the following points: 

2.1 At the car showroom 

• Not all cars are available in the showroom. 

• Unavailability of some of the offered cars' grade 

• Cars external exhibitions sell cars at a higher price than the dealer. 

• Variety of car grades in an exaggerated manner that confuses the customer's choices. 

• Insufficient sales staff inside the showroom, as the customer wait 20 minutes for the sales employee to serve him. 
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• Sales staff have a lack of information on the differences between car grades. 

• Unavailability of the immediate sale for many cars. 

• Unavailability of reservation option to buy a car by paying a deposit or part of its value in advance. 

• Dealer does not provide any approximate time for the non-existent car arrival. 

• Working hours: the showroom close at 8:00 pm. 

• Working days: the car showroom is closed on Friday.  

• The lack of parking for customers easily at the showroom. 

• Exaggeration in closing the time for prayers, where sometimes reach 40 minutes. 

2.2 At the Maintenance shop 

• Lack of immediate maintenance. 

• Although it is possible to book an appointment for periodic maintenance through a website, the reservation process is not 

done directly. Rather, the customer is informed that the maintenance department will contact him within 48 hours and this 

is an exaggerated time. In addition, many customers complain that this duration is incorrect as some have to wait a week 

without contacting him. 

• Upon completion of the reservation process, the customer has to arrive early to deliver the car before 8 am. 

• Regular maintenance cost is high. 

• The prices of consumable spare parts are high. 

• Not providing an alternative car in the case that the car would remain with the maintenance shop for more than one day, 

although the dealer announces this commitment constantly. 

• Although the dealer offers rental cars to customers, the rental value is higher than the average market price. 

• Not granting a warranty on new consumable parts installed during the maintenance period. 

• The waiting time for completing the registration of the car at the maintenance shop reaches up to 40 minutes. 

• The maintenance shop working hours are not appropriate, as it closes early (17:00). 

3. SURVEY 

3.1 Designing Survey 

Based on the data collected from the focus group and Parasuraman et al. (1988) SERVQUAL dimension, the questionnaire was 

developed. After that, a pilot study test was conducted to test the questionnaire's reliability and validity (Table I). The reliability 

analysis was conducted by measuring Cronbach alpha, while the correlation method was implemented to analyze the validity of the 

questionnaire (Guilford, 1954). 

When testing the reliability and validity for the assurance dimension, one item was deleted because its correlation is not 

significance, and cause decrease of Cronbach alpha for this dimension from 0.865 to 0.589. Moreover, one item was deleted from 

the tangible dimension because it neither correlate and nor significance with total correlation value, and it cause decrease of Cronbach 

alpha for this dimension from 0.710 to 0.456. Therefore, it has been deleted. 

Table I. Measuring reliability and validity of the questionnaire. 

Dimension Name Items 
Cronbach 

alpha 

Total 

correlation 

R
elia

b
ility

 

R1 I can find the car I intend to buy available in the showroom. 

0.821 

0674** 

R2 I can find the car grade I intend to buy available in the showroom. 0.760** 

R3 I can buy my favorite car model and grade immediately 0.807** 

R4 
The dealer offers me reservation option to buy a car by paying a 

deposit or part of its value in advance. 
0.834** 

R5 The regular maintenance procedures are easy and fast. 0.803** 
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A
ssu

ra
n

ce
 

A1 
Sales staff have good information on the differences between car models 

and grades. 

0.865 

0.621** 

A2 
The dealer offers me a warranty on new consumable parts installed 

during the maintenance period. 
0.566** 

A3 The dealer gives me good advices regarding maintenance. 0.601** 

 

T
a

n
g

ib
les 

T1 
The location of the showroom branches and maintenance center is 

obvious and easy to access. 

0.710 

0.745** 

T2 
The parking area is enough and it is easy to park my car in front of 

showroom. 
0.407** 

T3 The show room is clean and its design is good. 0.652** 

 

E
m

p
a

th
y

 

E1 
The dealer offers an alternative car for free if my car needs more than 

work day for repair. 

0.792 

0.946** 

E2 Sales staff inside the showroom is available every time upon request. 0.683** 

E3 The dealer employees are friendly and polite. 0.693** 

E4 
The dealer's closing period during prayer times is reasonable and not 

long. 
0.778** 

E5 Once I made maintenance appointment, the dealer calls me shortly. 0.494** 

 

R
esp

o
n

siv
en

ess 

RE1 The showroom working hours is suitable for me. 

0.823 

0.870** 

RE2 The showroom working days is suitable for me. 0.874** 

RE3 The maintenance center working hours is suitable for me. 0.509** 

RE4 The maintenance appointment is available upon request. 0.829** 

RE5 
When making appointments for regular maintenance, the dealer offers 

me plenty of choices during work hours. 
0.844** 

 

S
a

tisfa
ctio

n
 

S1 The Car dealer makes an effort to understand my needs. 

0.888 

0.847** 

S2 The Car dealer is professional in repairing car faults. 0.839** 

S3 I consider this car dealer as my first choice. 0.772** 

S4 My overall experience with this car dealer services pleases me. 0.914** 

S5 I recommend this car dealer to people who seek my advice. 0.850** 

** P-value ˂ 0.001 

3.2 Distributing Survey 

The study population is the car owners who recently purchased new cars from this dealer and received regular maintenance services 

for one time only from the branch understudy. According to the data available to the dealer, the number of cars sold within this range 

was 2071 cars from both genders, which is considered as the unit of analysis. The sample framework is the dealer's database. Hence, 
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the survey was distributed electronically through this sample using SMS messages send to these owners including a link to the survey 

using a simple random sampling, which gives each element the same opportunity to participate in the questionnaire. At the end, 563 

complete responses were received and used in subsequent steps. Table II shows the mean and standard deviation for each item in the 

survey. 

Table II. Mean and Standard Deviation for questionnaire items. 

Items Mean Std. Deviation 

R1 2.30 1.20 

R2 2.28 1.15 

R3 2.05 1.01 

R4 1.87 .85 

R5 2.00 .96 

A1 1.85 .66 

A2 1.87 .86 

A3 1.88 .82 

T1 2.90 1.10 

T2 2.40 .78 

T3 3.25 1.03 

E1 2.50 1.30 

E2 2.08 .92 

E3 3.62 1.15 

E4 2.03 .80 

E5 1.95 .87 

RE1 2.17 1.04 

RE2 2.70 1.20 

RE3 1.62 .49 

RE4 1.78 .69 

RE5 1.40 .47 

S1 2.03 .97 

S2 2.70 .99 

S3 2.65 1.23 

S4 2.32 .83 

S5 2.48 1.01 

TOTAL 2.25 0.93 

Based on the data output from table II, the current level of customer satisfaction is 2.25 out of 5. This means the customers 

are unsatisfied with current dealer service quality. 
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4. CUSTOMER JOURNEY MAP 

The Customer Journey Map (CJM) is a diagram that illustrates the stages customers go through in their relationship with a 

company, from their interest to buying a product until the end of their relationship. It enables the company to optimize the customer 

experience, benchmarking the experience desired by customers against what they actually receive, understanding the differences in 

buyer personas as they move from prospect to conversion through the buying funnel. However, the biggest benefit is simply 

understanding customers more.  

In this study, the CJM was developed by researchers (Figure 1 and 7) based on output data from previous sections. The 

customer relationship with the car dealer goes through the following stages: Visit, purchase, receive, and maintenance stage. In these 

stages, the customer interacts with employees from the different departments. In contrast, the customer feeling rate is under the 

responsibility of many other departments, some of which may not be the department to which these employees belong. 

The first section of CJM is the customer-company relationship stages. The receiving stage was excluded because customer 

did not complain from its procedure. The second section is the responsible departments. Third section is the customer feelings mean 

extracted from survey. Following section is the gap between customer expectation and experiences. Finally, the recommended to fill 

these gaps. 

Developing CJM required categorizing of survey items based on relationship stages, which enable to evaluate the customer 

feelings and moving toward the subsequent steps in CJM. 
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5. QUALITY MANAGEMENT TOOLS 

Data analysis was conducted for questionnaire items and ended with conclusion that for subsequent steps, these items could be 

categorized in another way into five service quality issues categories; Inconvenient timing, Unavailable resources, Lack of 

information, Lack of dealer offering, and lack of prompt responses. 

In this section, these issues will be studied, and analyzed by the seven quality management tools (Affinity Diagram, 

Interrelationship Digraph, Tree Diagram, Process Decision Program Chart (PDPC), Matrix Diagram, Prioritization Matrix, and 

Quality Function Deployment (QFD)) in order to improve the customer journey and increase its satisfaction and loyalty as follow: 

5.1 Affinity diagram 

(also known as the KJ Method) was developed by Jiro Kawakita in the 1960s (Bretz, et al., 2000). It's one of the seven tools 

for quality management and planning that helps to organize large numbers of data and ideas generated during interviews can be 

sorted, using this tool, into groups based on their natural relationships for analysis and evaluation (Oakland, 2017; Plajn, 2007; 

Shallito and Murle, 1992). According to Oakland (2017), the following are the steps for creating an affinity diagram: 

• Gather a group of persons who are related to the issue of interest.  

• State the difficulties that need to be addressed.  

• Give each person in the group a stack of cards to write down as many thoughts as they can. 

• Each person reads one of his or her thoughts and puts it on the table without critiques or justifying. 

• Once all of the thoughts have been provided, persons should group all cards with related thoughts together, repeating this 

step until all of the thoughts have been clustered into a few groups. 

• For each group, look for one card that encompasses the meaning of such a group.  

Figure 2 illustrate the result of these steps and represent the affinity diagram of this study. The next tool to be implemented is the 

Interrelationship diagraph. 
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Figure 2. Affinity diagram for service quality issues. Source: Developed by authors. 

5.2 Interrelationship diagraph 

The affinity diagram allows for the emergence of some structured, creative styles, whereas the interrelationship diagram allows for 

the emergence of logical patterns. The Interrelationship diagraph is a tool for mapping out the rational or successive links between 

relevant factors in a complicated core idea, issue, or multivariable situation. This diagram is based on Warfield (1960) research on 

digraphs and relational representations (DeVilbess, 2005). It starts by sketching the rational connections that appear in the affinity 

diagram, which calls for a very creative process (Oakland, 2017). In this study (Figure 3), the following relationship are extracted 

from the logical relationship between groups: 
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• Inconvenient timing and lack of Reasonable Promptness: There is inconvenient timing in working hours and days for both 

showroom and maintenance center. The early closure of the maintenance center led to the lateness of maintenance 

reservation appointments beside the limited choices of appointments scheduling for customer during working hours. 

Moreover, for maintenance center, the current working hours and days limits the immediate maintenance services offering. 

The prayer long closure causes the lack of prompt responses upon request from sale staff in the showroom.  

• Unavailable resources and Inconvenient timing: Saudization and the minimum salary role for citizen enrolled in private 

sector increase the recruiting cost. The results are shortage in sales staff and other departments. Unavailability of adequate 

number of sales staffs in the showroom causes inconvenient working hours and days. Subsequently, the maintenance 

center also suffers from these issues, where the reception, customer services, cashier, and maintenance management staff 

are also local employees.  

• Unavailable resources and lack of dealer offering: Many customers complain from the lack of alternative cars offers from 

the dealer in the case of that customer’s car need more than one working day to repair. The alternative car is an asset for 

the company and the asset in general is a resource for such company that utilized to increase company’s value. The lack 

of alternative car inhibits the dealer to offer substitute option to satisfy customer during repair time. On the other hand, 

there is a lack of inter-communication electronic system lets the dealer inform customers about the estimated arrival time 

of non-existent car, which negatively affects the sale process. 

• Unavailable resources and lack of reasonable promptness: The ready for sale car, and sales staff are dealer’s resources. 

Many customers complain from the shortage of cars stock. When such customer is ready to purchase the and have its value 

in hand, the dealer cannot sell him the required car because of such shortage, which prevents the immediate sales to 

customers. On the other hand, the long waiting time for customer at the showroom (20 minutes) happened because of the 

shortage of sales staff, which increases the reasonable promptness problem. 

• Unavailable resources and lack of information: Many customers complain from the shortage of sales staff knowledge 

regarding the differences between different car models and grades. Investigating this issue led to conclude this happening 

because of the shortage of experienced sales staff. 

• Lack of information and lack of reasonable promptness: The employee’s lack of knowledge between different car grades 

and model negatively affects their strives to serve customer in showroom since these employees did not want to give 

customers bad impression about them. This issue also causes spending more times with customers to give them convenient 

answers of their queries; when customer did not receive reliable answers to their queries, they will continue asking sales 

staff until find rational answer, which in turn affect the reasonable promptness for other customers. 

• Lack of information and lack of dealer offering: There is a lack of information available for the dealer regarding the 

estimated arrival time for non-existent cars. This lack is one cause of a lack of dealer offering such as pay in advance and 

car reservation. 

• Lack of information and inconvenient timing: customers complaint of poor advice from maintenance staff increases the 

car registration process and waiting time at the maintenance center as well. 

• Lack of dealer offerings lack of reasonable promptness: Dealer’s refuses to accept deposit and advance payment to 

purchase a new car prevent the immediate response to customer request of product. Moreover, the unavailability of online 

booking for maintenance inhibits immediate response to customer requests for maintenance. 

• Lack of reasonable promptness and unavailable resources: Currently, employees are spending too long time with 

customers for many reasons mentioned above. This also led to increase in the waiting time for other customer that park 

their cars in the parking area. Therefore, the lack of reasonable promptness led to parking unavailability as a resource for 

the company. 
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Figure 3. Interrelationship diagram. Source: Developed by authors. 

5.3 Tree diagram 

Is the most suitable and effective method for planning to complete a task or solve an issue; events are expressed as a root-and-branch 

relationship. It shows the ways and paths required to achieve a specific objective or to illustrate the constituent portions that lead to 

the source of the issue in deep detail (Eirck, 2018). It used when the source of the issue is known, but no plan or process for finding 

a solution has been established, and when a task was realized to be easy but face difficulties in implementation. It is commonly used 

to compare and contrast many various processes and plans for problem-solving, assisting with complicated execution. It's used to 

determine dependencies in a circumstance and look for the best appropriate improvement opportunities, as well as when losing key 

events has serious consequences (Barie, et al., 2016). In this project, after the team decided the main issues by (voice of customer) 

the result of the focus group, survey, and affinity diagram, the tree diagram was considered complementary to determine the main 

and sub-causes. As a result, there were 5 leading issues, 20 main causes, and 61 sub causes, as shown in figure 4 series. All these 

causes are exported to the next step, which PDPC. 
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Figure 4a. Tree diagram for inconvenient timing issues 
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Figure 4b. Tree diagram for lack of information issues 
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Figure 4c. Tree diagram for lack of dealer offering issues 
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Figure 4d. Tree diagram for lack of reasonable promptness issues 
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Figure 4e. Tree diagram for unavailable resources issues 
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5.4 Process decision program chart (PDPC) 

It is used to pick the correct methods for getting the best result from an issued statement by measuring all potential events, 

contingencies, and results in any action plan. It is used to predict unpredictable events, develop a plan for counter-measures, and take 

action for such results (Chu and Tosirsuk, 1991). When the issue is uncommon, or distinctive, it is used to plan every potential chain 

of events that could occur.  

In this study, 20 main causes were branching out from 5 leading issues extracted from the tree diagram. The PDPC diagram 

imports the 20 main causes from the tree diagram, branching out from 5 leading issues. Then, the team found many solutions for 

these causes and predicted the risk that could happen if these solutions were implemented. After predicting risk, alternative solutions 

have been suggested by the teams. There were 40 solutions, 38 risks, and 39 alternatives. As shown in figure 5 series, there are many 

levels of the chart. The first level the leading issues, the second level is the main causes, the third level is the solutions, the fourth 

level is the risks, and the last level is alternative solutions, while each level has a certain color. The next step will be to investigate 

the relationship between causes and solutions in the matrix diagram. 

5.5 Matrix Diagram 

This matrix is the heart of the seven management tools. Its purpose is to explain the relation and connecting points for both outcomes 

and causes or goals and methods, as well as to determine their relative significance and direction of impact through the use of codes 

(Taquo, 2005). The diagram can also be used to make inferences about the reasons of the consequences. It used if there are two 

different sets of factors and methods that may not be related, and if an accumulative numerical score is needed to make comparison 

between two items. The factors are organized in a chart through columns and rows, with the intersections addressing the issue and 

its intensity; the intersecting points serve as the foundation for future action and solution finding (Rayan, 2011). The data is displayed 

in a matrix diagram are used in the matrix data-analysis method to quantify and organize it in a clear way. It is a numeral analysis 

methodology that uses many techniques one of them is the multivariate analysis (Pakadil, 2020). 

There are three levels of correlations between the customer requirements and the substitute quality attributes: strong, 

moderate, and possible. In this paper, the solutions imported from the PDPC were examined to find out the relation between the 

causes and solutions. The strong relation was determined by this symbol (●) which value is 9, the medium relation was (○) and value 

is 3, and the weak relation was this symbol (▽) with the value of 1, as seen in the tables III series. Then, after determined the 

relationship, the prioritization matrix will determine the order of these solutions. 
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Figure 5a. PDPC diagram for inconvenient timing issues 

 
Figure 5b. PDPC diagram for lack of information issues 
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Figure 5c. PDPC diagram for lack of dealer offering issues 

 
Figure 5d. PDPC diagram for lack of reasonable promptness issues 
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Figure 5e. PDPC diagram for unavailable resources issues 
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5.6 Prioritization Matrix 

It is a set of L-shaped Matrix Diagrams used to prioritize or order alternatives. Investigating how each alternative links to 

different operational and improvement criteria provides a quantitative and efficient approach of prioritizing either the available 

options or the different tasks that must be completed.  

In this study, after the matrix diagram explaining the relationship between causes and solutions, the prioritization matrix 

ordered these solutions. It can be seen that there are 16 solutions their importance percentage over 9%. The other solutions, less than 

9%, have been excluded. Each solution was ranked to ordered the solutions by their importance to solve the problems. According to 

the Pareto principle, 80% of problems are solved by 20% of solutions, as seen in tables IV series. 

5.7 Quality function deployment (QFD) 

It is used for determining customers' requirements and aspects to focus on in order to fulfill those needs. The house of quality 

(HOQ) was the primary tool employed. Using QFD, the customer preferences and requirements are converted to technical 
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requirements, which can be measured, quantified, and investigated (Dale, et al., 2007). By discovering and analyzing the 'voice of 

the customer,' the QFD helps to enhance proactive development instead of reactive development (Chen and We, 2002). Figure 6 

shows the HOQ for this study. 

In this study, the HOQ has been established step by step. First, the five categories of the voice of the customer was imported 

from the Affinity diagram with some modifications (Timing, Knowledge, Offers, Services promptness, Resources). Under these 

categories, there was a list of 18 requirements derived from customer statements. The importance weight of each requirement has 

been defined from 1 to 5. Next, the technical requirement’s part imported from the PDPC with 16 solutions. The part of relation 

imported from prioritization matrix tool. The percentages of each technical requirement have been calculated, the highest percentage 

was 58% for hiring solutions and the minor percentage was 9% for booking an appointment during day-hour solutions. The bench 

marketing part consisted of three companies: the company under study and two other companies targeted the same customer segments 

and the same country of origin. The company and competitors' services were tested against the customer requirements before 

implementing the improvement actions; the scale of this test is from 0 to 5. The roof was used to identify where technical requirements 

support (+) or impede (-) each other in the implementation. To sum up, the HOQ used many management tools to build and provide 

the best solutions for the customer requirements and to compete with the competitors in the market.  
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Figure 6. HOQ 
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6. AREA FOR IMPROVEMENT 

As stated earlier, service quality issues were related to the showroom and maintenance services. These issues were sorted in five 

categories: Inconvenient Timing, Lack of Information, Lack of Dealer Offerings, Lack of Prompt Responses, and Unavailable 

Resources. In the following, we will list some areas for improvement that may increase the service quality provided: 

6.1 The Inconvenient Timing Issue 

One of the obvious wastes that can be recognized and simply eliminated is the waste of time. Whether it was the waiting time to get 

a customer service representative or through prayer times, inconvenient working hours or days. Also, Problems concerning timing 

of the maintenance center working hours, online reservation, and car registration. This can be remedied by concentrating on the 

following areas for improvement: 

• Create an online booking website that allows customers to book their visit to the show room in advance with specific 

timeframe.  

• According to the government regulations, creating a prayer area inside the showroom permits opening during the prayer 

time. As a result, customers' waiting time will be reduced from 40 to 15 minutes. Also, adding more toilets or Ablution 

areas inside the showroom will accelerate the process. 

• More flexible work days and work hours framework are needed to suit customers’ needs. Delaying shift start times from 

8:30 to 10:00 AM since the early working hours is inconvenient for most customers, and will increase customer 

satisfaction. 

• Rotated shifts among employees can improve productivity. 

• Hiring Part-time employees can reduce the workloads of other employees and prevent the negative effects of stress and 

fatigue. Also, it will save the costs of full-time hiring. 

• Opening on Fridays with one shift only after Friday prayer could be a convenient solution for both customers and 

employees. 

• Upgrading the hosting of the online reservation system to a non-shared hosting will reduce the constant freezes of the 

maintenance reservation system. 

• After reserving on the maintenance reservation website, some customers reported long periods waiting before getting 

contacted by the maintenance department. The website should be updated to allow customers to pick time and date of 

maintenance without the need to be contacted by the maintenance staff.  

6.2 The Lack of Information 

Another issue was the sales staff and their information; there was a shortage in both. Aside from the fact that there weren’t enough 

sales staff to provide service, they did not have any information concerning delivery times of none existent cars. They have lacked 

the knowledge concerning differences between car grades. Also, poor advices regarding maintenance were given to customers. The 

following few points are recommended as possible area for improvement to this problem:  

• Effective communication will resolve the lacked knowledge concerning the differences between car models and grades. 

Qualified knowledgeable employees will share their experience through participative practices, such as Kaizen, business 

meetings, and public speaking.   

• Poka Yoke will resolve the problem of poor advices regarding maintenance since the interaction with more experienced 

employees could help in identifying the root causes of the poor advices and resolving them. 
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• Providing informative stands where customers can choose between car models and see different grades, which minimized 

the need for sales staff. These stands could have interactive screens that provide an abundance of information as well as 

illustrative videos which will provide the customer with a unique experience. 

• Educating employees through extra courses out of working hours, assigning them to study relevant to their work subjects, 

and relocating employees to other business teams will expand their experience and perspective while also motivating 

newcomers to reach this stage.  

• Hiring experienced employees or employees with specialized courses in sales. 

• Activate communication channels between departments such as email and intranet so that the estimated time for the arrival 

of non-existent cars is known at all branches. 

• The company should have a fixed and clear system that has a tracing feature that shows customers the delivery dates of 

none existent cars and the next batch arrival dates taking into consideration any possible delay occurrences. 

• Collecting electronic feedback from customers that will affect the maintenance center employees' balanced scorecard.  

6.3 The Lack of Dealer Offerings 

The other section of problems reported by the focus group concerned the unavailability of car reservation services by paying a deposit 

or part of its price in advance. Also, they suffered from the unavailability of alternative cars in case maintenance takes more than a 

day, and no warranty was offered on new consumable parts. This can be easily remedied by concentrating on the following areas for 

improvement: 

• Allow customers the option of reserving certain cars by paying part of the price in advance whether it was in the local 

dealer’s or online. Providing a system that supports the reservation deposit option, such as accepting payments via credit 

cards that holds the amount of money could facilitate the reservation process. 

• In the case of maintenance that requires more than a day, the company is obligated, as announced, to provide the customer 

with an alternative car.  

• Make some offers for purchasing the consumable parts like discounts or buy one get one free in your next maintenance 

could enhance customer satisfaction. 

6.4 The Lack of Prompt Responses 

Customers complained from the absence of immediate sales and maintenance services. Also, there were neither prompt responses 

from the sales staff in the showroom nor from the maintenance center after the appointment has been made. Furthermore, there is no 

appointment choices at different time intervals in the maintenance on-line reservation system. Although it is possible to book an 

appointment for periodic maintenance, but the reservation process is not done directly. The customer is informed that the maintenance 

department will contact them within 48 hours which is not the case since many customers complain that this duration is incorrect as 

some have to wait a week to get a response. In the following few lines, we will provide some areas for improvement that my help 

increase the quality of this section. 

• Applying quality controls to non-production business operations increases output in the same way as product quality 

controls do. To achieve the desired results, quality control is applied by defining how the organization expects the staffing 

process to operate and putting in place controls that monitor efficiency. Setting time limits for each phase and tracking 

output for continuous improvement could be used to achieve quality control. 

• Enabling immediate maintenance services at a higher price will enable to offer this service according to the maintenance 

center capacity.  

• Developing a forecasting system and conducting market research will enable to estimate the future demand of car models 

and grades and providing them in advance. 
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• Re-establish clear rules and procedures by the HR department with the assistance of experienced employees on how to 

serve customers will increase prompt responses from sales staff. 

• Offering motivational incentives other than monetary  

• Call center department that has remote employees to respond back to customers once the maintenance appointment made. 

A remote employee works outside of the traditional office setting, but is employed by the company.  

• Enabling online customer reservation with various appointment choices for maintenance during working hours, and 

offering a waiting list option. 

6.5 The Unavailable Resources 

 Many car models and grades were not available in the showroom which limited customer’s options. In addition, the number of sales 

staffs was not sufficient, which increasing customer dissatisfaction. Also, the parking area at the showroom was not enough during 

rush hours. This can be simply remedied by focusing on the following areas for improvement:  

• For non-existent models or car grades, Virtual Reality Technology is a possible answer to this problem.  

• Making clear job descriptions for each position will reduce the duties ambiguity that some newcomers face when applying 

for a new job. 

• Adopting new procedures for hiring by analyzing each job and concentrate on required skills and qualifications. 

• Expanding the parking area by renting an area close to the showroom and having a valet parking service or golf cars to 

transport customers from the parking area to the showroom.  

Customers are the reason why the business was established in the first place. Whether its corporate sector or individuals, it all 

comes at the end to the decisions of one; the individual or the customer. Companies should strive to increase customers’ satisfaction. 

We are in a competitive, fast growing and fierce market environment. We need to excel in order to survive and prosper.  

7. ACTION PLAN 
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8. RECOMMENDATIONS AND CONCUSIONS 

This study attempts to evaluate and improve the customer's journey at a local motor company in Saudi Arabia. The data collection 

process went through focus group interviews. Then, an online survey was distributed to customers based on (Parasuraman et al., 

1988) SERVQUAL dimension. Researchers analyzed the collected data by applying seven quality management tools: Affinity 

Diagram, Tree Diagram, PDPC, Matrix Diagram, Affinity Diagram, Interrelationship Digraph, Prioritization Matrix, and QFD.  

The Affinity Diagram was applied to organize survey results. Services quality issues are categorized into five categories. 

Next, the Interrelationship Diagrams are prepared for logical correlations between variables. After that, each of the five service issues 

illustrated in a Tree Diagram to analyze the cause of the issues in deep detail and provide practical solutions for each. Subsequently, 

(PDPC) illustrated to represent each recommended solution's possible risk or potential preventing circumstances. Following, the 

matrix diagram for the five issues previously discussed displays analyzed data in an L-shape matrix. Finally, (QFD) used to determine 

customers' preferences and their technical requirements. House of Quality represents the highest 16 prioritized solutions retrieved 

from the Prioritization Matrix. These recommended solution's relative weights ranged between (58%- 9%).    
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These tools are powerful in enhancing service quality that positively increases organizational performance, customer 

satisfaction, and profitability. Based on the investigation, several recommendations to enhance company performance are following.  

First, each department strategy should be aligned and complementing the business strategy. The corporate has a customer-

centric approach represented in "guest first" principle, which directs its activities to satisfy their customer. Combining departments` 

efforts guided by focusing on enhancing customer journey would enable the company to meet its vision.  Therefore, the company is 

recommended to emphasize its customer-center approach in daily supervision by ensuring the alignment of each department plan 

with its main vision.   

Second, HRM has an excellent opportunity to contribute to enhancing the customer journey. Starting with recruiting and 

hiring an adequate number of qualified employees enables the company to extend its working hours and open on Friday. Moreover, 

detailed job descriptions and effective job positioning enable the company to acquire qualified sales staff with proper skills and 

knowledge to enrich the customer's journey with high-quality services.  

Third, investment in technological systems provides the company a cross-department communication opportunity that 

enhances the required information flow. Furthermore, building a well-established system facilitates customer communication 

effectively. Company then is recommended to upgrade the current system booking for visiting showroom and maintenance center. 

Additionally, the upgraded system enables the marketing department to forecast and study the market appropriately.  

Moreover, upgrading the system would offer a powerful tool for forecasting the market demand. This agility in sharing 

information permits the company to gain a competitive advantage and exceeds its competitors.  

Without diminishing their importance, all of these recommendations would not play a dominant role in achieving the desired 

objectives without the top management's support by allocating various resources and adopting new service quality culture.  
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 ال�ل�� 

الع� ل إلى صالة ع�ض ال��ارات   تق �# وت�� 
 رحلة الع� ل في ش��ة س�ارات ال��ل�ة في ال��ل�ة الع���ة ال�ع�د�ة م
 ل��ة وص�لالغ
ض:  
 ح-ى م�ع3 ال�2انة األول خالل ف-�ة ض�ان ال��ارة.

  �ت# ت>ف B م>اهج م?-ل<ة ح = ت# ج�ع ال�4انات ال>�;�ة م
 خالل مقابالت م��9عات ال-�� 8؛ ت# ج�ع ال�4انات ال�هج:    \ال��ه�ة    \ال���
ال�9دة م
 أجل ت<��L خ<ة الع�ل وتق3�# االس->-اجات وال-�ص�ات ال-ي م
 شأنها    ال���ة م
 خالل ال��ح؛ Gاإلضافة إلى ت<E 4 أدوات إدارة

 ت�� 
 رحلة الع� ل وزLادة ال�ضا.

ت# تY�<2 مWXالت ج�دة ال?3مات إلى خ�V فUات: ال-�ق R غ � ال�الئ#، نقO ال�عل�مات، نقO ع�ض ال�� ل، نقO ال��ارد،  ال��ائج:  
  R ل بZ�� .عةLات ال��Gاالس-9ا O16ال�9دة أعلى  نق  ) 
٪  58حًال م
 ال�ل�ل ذات األول�Lة. ت�اوحR األوزان ال>��4ة لل�ل�ل ال��صى بها ب 

٪). اس-?3ام هBه األدوات ��لi ال�hء على م9االت ال-�� 
 واألسeاب الB9رLة ل�ل مWXلة. أدوات ال�9دة األساس�ة ال�eعة هي أدوات  9  -
ال�>��ة. هBه األدوات ق�Lة في ت�� 
 ج�دة ال?3مة ال-ي تWXG 3L8ل إ�9ابي م
 األداء ال->���ي   م�ث�قة لل-غلm على ال-�3�ات ال-ي ت�اجهها

 ورضا الع�الء وال����ة. ب>اًء على ال-�ق E، ت# اق-�اح ع3د م
 ال-�ص�ات ل-�� 
 ج�دة ال?3مة. 

ال�eع م
 أجل زLادة رضا الع�الء وت�� 
 رحل-ه#. �عاني ه>اك ع3د قل ل م
 ال3راسات ال-ي ت>فB ع�ل�ا أدوات إدارة ال�9دة  األصالة / ال��ة:  
�ات  س�ق ال��ارات ال�ع�دw على وجه ال-�3ی3 م
 نقO في هBا ال>�ع م
 ال3راسة. عالوة على ذلs، شه3 هBا ال��ق حالً�ا ن�ً�ا س�Lًعا في ال�>

 رة، م�ا ی3L8 م
 أه��ة هBه ال3راسة. القل لة ال�اض�ة m4�G الل�ائح ال��Wم�ة ال39ی3ة ال-ي ت��ح لل��أة �xGادة ال��ا

ة:  �أدوات إدارة ال�9دة، م?<i ال-قارب، م?<i ال�9Xة، م?<i ب�نامج ق�ار الع�ل�ة، م?<i ال�2ف�فة، ال�س# ال�4اني للعالقات ال�ل�ات ال
ئ
 ال�-eادلة، م2ف�فة األول�Lات، ن�X و�yفة ال�9دة. 

 

 

 


